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Abstract: During the 1998 construction season, the dynamic cone penetrometer (DCP), 
Loadman portable falling weight clefleictonreter (PIP WD), and Humbolldt soil stiffness 
gauge (SSG) were used to characterize the subgrade and granular base for several projects 
in Minne so ta. The DCP penetration index (DP1) was conwertcd to modulus using 
previously established1 con'eli%tion:; between the I 11'1, California bearing ratio (CBR), and 
rnoduliis Standairtl FWID tesls were also pcrformed at some locations and the moduli 
backcalculated using 1WE:IRC:ALC. The moduli were then conipared to determine the 
ability of' each device to accurately measurc: in situ stiffnw;. Finally, thin-wall and bag 
samples .were collected from some locations for laboratory resilient modulus testing and 
the results compared t~ the Geld-derived moduli. 

strong correlation exists between the instruxnenl s that are designed to measure modulus. 
The results also show a wcaker, yet still useful, correlation between the strength, as 
measured with the DCI', and the elastic deformation modulus, measured using the PFWD 
and SSG. 

The results show the stress dependent nalure of the materials lested and that a 
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In t r ociucti on 

l'he Miinnesota Department of Transportation (M n/DC)T) has traditionally utilized 
experienccd engineer:: and technicians to evaluate the strength, stiffness, and uniformity 
of subgrade soils and granular bases during construction. Their evaluations utilize 
compaction testing, test rolling, arid eingineering judgement to accept suitable areas or 
identify areas t hat require additiorial improvement. To improve the evaluation, other 
tools are required1 thaf prcpvidle quantitative data. These tools must be: both portable and 
capable of providling accurate results in the field. 

base ma1 crials is based on a combined "recipe" ancl end-product specification., which 
consists mainly of" soil classificatim, gradation, moisture control, lift thickness limits, and 
compaction testing. With tha: coming transition from empirical to mechanist ic-empirical 
pavemerit design procedures. it will be advantageous to move towards more mechanistic- 
based specifications (Fleming et al. 1998, Il'idwerbesky 1997, Pinard 1998, van Niekerk 
et a! 1008). Rlechanistic-based specifications ii~cus on t,he mechanical properties of the 
niaterials. Thi:s i:; desiirable becau,se it facilitates quantitative cvaluation of alternative 
clonstrilclion practices ,and materials, such as reclaimed materials (Fleming 1998), both of 
which have beneficial (cost and environmental implications. 

include in situ shcar strength and modulus imeasurement irsing the dynamic cone 
penetrometer (DCP), Loadman portable falling weight dcflectometer (PFWP)), and 
Humboltit soil stiffile:;:; gauge (SSG). These field measurements would be compared to 
the shear strength1 and imodulus usled fix design in order to verify the design assumptions. 
H[owevei*, because material properties change with time clue to changes in moisture, 
temperature, arid other factors it will be essential that seasonal adjustments be considered. 
The in situ measurements coiuld also be used to quantify incentive-based contracts that 
reward contractors for producing higher quality products. Bonuses could be paid in 
proportion to an increase in stiffness and uriiformiiy above a minimum specified. 

Accurate itneasureme~it of in situ properties continues to be a challenge that 
requires both appropriate devices imd methods (Newcomb and Birgisson 1999). In 
addition to the prc,j ect summarized in this paper, others are conducting similar efforts that 
compare various (devices (Chen and Bilyeu 1999). As a result, it is expected that the 
DCP, PF WD, aind SSGr will become more common. at pavement construction sites 
throughout the nation its more public and private organizations learn of their utility and 
specific criteria are defined. 

of appllications. The IICP was found lo be a quick and inexpensive testing device that 
provided a quantitative measlire of the in-situ shear strength of soils and other materials. 
Based on 1,liat field experience, Mn/DOT incorporated the IICP into its specification for 
p,avement edge drain backfill and granular base cornpaction (Siekmeler et al. 1998). In 
addition, to facilitate greater use of thc DCP, Mn/I>OT began the "DCP Loan Program" in 
1'998. The program allows interested publiic and private organizations in Minnesota to 
borrow a I>CP foir a month to becoinc familliar with the dcvice. More than a dozen DOTS 
and Fedmil agencies are currently using the DCI' and several, including Minnesota, 

Cunently in Minntxlta, quality assurance testing of the subgrade ancl granular 

Iin the future, it is cxpected that quality assurance testing in Minnesota would 

Beginning in 1991, MdDOT began investigating the use olf the DCP for a variety 



Ohio, and Florida, have manufactured automatd 1r)CPs (Parker et al. 1998). 

material properties continue to be reported (Vantlre et a1 1990). Interesting relationships 
between the shear strength, moisture susceptibility, resilieril modulus, and clec trical 
properties of base course aggregatcs are being developed (Saarenk.eto et al. I 998). Others 
have shown corrchtions between the IIIPI ;and various moduli (Chua 1988, Newcomb et 
al. 1996, Syed and Scudlion 11998). 

Many useful correlatiions between lhe DCI' penetration index (DPI) and other 

Test Locations 

Testing was performed for 13 (different pavement sections at five locations around 
Rlinncsota. Location I was located on Interstate 94 south of MonLicello at the Mn/ROAD 
test facility. Testing was performed on seven of llie test sections located on the interstate 
as part of ii forensic evaluation of those tesl sections. Lolcation 2 was located on the low 
volume lest road, also located at the Mn/ROAD nest facility adjacent to the interstate. 
Tesling therz ~ 7 2 s  ;ler.Tormec! on three of the aggregate surfaced test sections. L,ocation 3 
was located on st,ate '1'13 169 near IOnamia, location 4 on ;state TH 12 west of Delano, and 
location S on state TI-1 610 in Coon Rapids. 

Testing Ekpipment- 

The dynamic cone penetrometer (IICP) was used to measure the shear strength 
from which a deformation mlodulus w a  estimalcd. The I ~mdiman portable falling weight 
dleflectorneter (P€WI>), Humboldt soil stiffness gage (SSG), and Dynatest falling weight 
dleflectorneter (F  WD) were used to estimate an ellastic deformation modulus. Laboratory 
resilient modulus tests were performed on thin-wall samples of the cohesive subgrade 
materials and recompiicted samples of the granular base materials. Finally, conventional 
sandcam: (SC) and nuclear gauge ((NGr) tests were used to measure the density and 
moisture. 

l'kie DClP used by MndDOT (Figure 1) consists of' an 8-kg lhammer that falls 575 
rrim and drives a 60-degrec 20-mni-diametc;r cone into the soill or aggregate base. The 
DCI' produces shear failure in the material and is most useful for verifying consistency 
and uniformity at specific coinstruction site:;. It also supports more accurate 
cornmimication between the field vbserver and the office because it provides a consistent 
qiuantilative mmsure o f  the strength. 

The PFWD (Figure 2)  is a portable device used to estimate the in situi modulus by 
measuring the deflection beneath it falling weight. The device can be used on rnost 
ui~bound materials u s d  in normal pavement engineering appliicatiions. The total weight is 
16 kg, the height is 1 l;TO mm, and the diameter is 130 mxn. The deflection is caused by 
dropping a 10-kg weiglht 800 mm inside thc hollow body of thle device on to a loading 
pliate, which rests on the material being tesled. 1 'WQ different loading plates, with 
diameters of 132 mm and 200 mm, cain be used depending on the stiffness oflhe material 
being tested. The impulse load lasts approximately 10 ms andl the device is powered by 
three 9 V batteries. Deflections from approximately 0.2 to 5 mm can be measured by the 
accelerorneter in0 untecl within the device and the acceleration is double integrated to 



calculatte the dcflectiori. The resulhs are displayed after each test as the bearing capacity 
modulus (MPa), imiaxiinuin deflection (mm), time of the loading impulse (ms), and the 
approximate percentage of the rebound deflection compared to thc maximum deflection 
(,41-.Erigrxieerir~g 1998). 
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Figures 1 and 2 - DCP and Loadmlan PFWD 



The SSG (Figures 3 and 4 )  is an instrument for mieasuring the in situ stiffness of 
ciompacted soil. 7’he SbSG produces soil stress and strain levells comrnon for pavement, 
bedding, and foundation applications (0.0;!1 to 0.034 MI%). ‘The SSG does mot measure 
deflection resulting €ram the weight of the device, rather the SSG vibrates to produce 
simall changes in the f’orce applied that in turn produce small deflections. Geophones are 
used to measure both the change in force and the change in deflection for 25 different 
fiequenciea; between I00 anal 200 Hz. This allows the SSC; to eliminate the interference 
o f  nearby equipment by discarding frequencies with low signal to noise ratios. The depth 
of material tesied i s  100 to 150 min and thii: tesl requires 1.5 minutes Six 1)-size batteries 
provide ]power for 10010 to 1500 tests [(Huniboldt 1998). 

Figures 3 and 4 - Humboldt Soil St$hess Gauge 

The FWD used for this study was a Dynatest modell 8000. The FWD is used by 
pavement maniigemerrl and rlesearch programs throughout the world to determine the 
elastic stiffness of asphalt coincrete (AC) pijLvements and 1.0 delcct voids and quantify load 
transfer at joinls and cracks in portland cement concrete (PCC) pavements. ‘The FWD 
automaticailly raises and drops weights from selected heights to impose specified stresses 
011 the pavement surface. A lline of geophones is used to measure the velocity of the 
surface as it deflects downward due to the impacting weights. The velocity-time histories 
are integrated to determine the deflection a1 each sensor location. When combined with 
elastic laycr analysis, r’W D tlssting can be used to analyzo different pavement structures 
and can d s o  be used to track changes in layer siiffness that occur due to temperature and 
mloisture changes. 



Test Procedures 

The following lest procedures were used during this study in order to standardize 
the data Izolleciiom operation. The manufactures and other organiz,ations may have 
a lterna tivc procedures. 

For this study the penetration for each drop was rccordled. In general this is not 
n1ecessar.y unless the intent is to locate an interface between different materials or to 
measure subtle changes in thc penetrailion with increasing depth. For most projects in 
which the avercage strmgth or a single layer is desired it is sufificient lo simply record the 
total number o f  blows for a 75-mm or 150-mm depth and calculate the average 
plenetriitioxl per blow. 'Before beginning thc: actual test, it is reasonable to perform one or 
two seating drops Frornl full height. The penetration for each blow should still be watched 
cllosely in order to detect large changes in :aex%tion with depth resulting from impacts 
with l aqe  gravel or h i ~ d / ~ ~ f t  layers. 

Before leaving for the site, test the FFWL) on a surface of unchanging stiffness in 
order to identify possible drift of the nieasurements with lime. During transport, be sure 
that faliling wejght is down aiid stays clown in order to prevent damage to the device. 
Before beginning the test, chcck that ad1 scirews are tight and switch the power on for at 
least one minute prior i.0 testing. Press the green button to reset prior to each test and 
then the red button "sh~ortXy" to drop the falling weight. IE'or each test location, perform 
five tests, record all, but average the last three for modulus calculation. While testing, the 
PFWD must be vertical and the plate must be in Full coniact. It may be necessary to fill 
small voids at Ihe surface wilh native fines. The influence depth olf the impact load is 
about one plate diametler and the lilterd influencc; is aboul one plate diameter beyond 
plate edgc (Peploe 1998). If defle~;tioii of the small plate excceds 3 rnm use the large 
plate. Five millimeters is 1 he recommended maximum deflect ion [hat shoulcl be 
aitempteid because large deflections put great strcss on thi,: bottom screw joints. The 
absolute niininiurn defliection that can be measured is 0.2 mm. The recommr:ntled 
rriinimunn deflection that should be attempted is 0.5 mm. 

SSG 

The ring shoulcl be in full contact ifpossible. It may be necessary to fill small 
voids at the surface wilh native fines. Alternatively, contact should be a minimum of 75 
percent distributed uniformly around the ciircumference. 'Twisting the SSG back and 
forth through a 90-degree arc will help to seat the ring. Very little, if any, downward 
force should bc applied. Perfiorm two tests per point, record both, but use the second. If 
the two tests differ by more than 3 percent. repeat the tesl at a new location. 



FWD and Resilient Modulus 

The FWD testing procedures are documented e1st:where (Siekmeier et al. 1999). 
The laboratory resilient modulus tests were performed in general accordance with 
Sdrategic Highway Kcsearch Program (SHIIP) Protocol 1) 46. 

SC, NG, nnd CTompnct,ion 

l'hc sandcone (SC) density tests were performed in general accordance with 
P S T M  11 1 556 -90 (1 996) e I Standiard Test Method for Density anld I Jnit Weight of Soil in 
Place by the S;inntl-Cone Method. Nuclear gage (YG) density tests were performed in 
generail accordance with ASTM D12922-96 e l  Standard Test Methods for Density of Soil 
and Soil-Aggregate irr Place by Nuclear Methods (Shallow Depth). ' rhe NG tests were 
perf'orimed around each probc hole at lour different orientations, 90 degrees apart. In 
order lo lcssen the effect of air voids directly beneath the pge, the wwimum probe depth 
(305 nim) was used unless a different material would have been penetrated. The percent 
clompactiori was calculated for both the SC: and PdC; tests using the Slandard Proctor test, 
ASTM 11698-91 (1 998) Test Method for Laboratory Conipaction Characteristics of Soil 
Using Standard EXfod (1 2,400 ft-lbf/f13), a,s the reference demity. 

Data Anialyses and (1:alculations 

The DPI for each drop wazi used to calciilate an average DPI for both the upper 
75-mni (3-xnchi avg.) ii~nd 1SO-rnm (6-inch avg.). The first seating drop was not used. 
These average DP[s were 1 hen used to calculate the California bearing ratio (CBR) using 
equations 1 and 2 developed by the Corps of Engineers ('Webster ct al. 1992, 1994). 

CBR (percent) = 292 / DPI 'J* (1) 

Equation I is used for (CBR greater than 10  percent and IPI units arc in mm/blow. 

CBli. (percent) = I / (0.02'7019 * ]]PI) (2) 

Equation 2 is used for (CBII less than 10 percent and DPI units are in mm/blow. 

The CBR was then used to calculate an elastic deCormation modulus (E) using 
equation 3 published by Powell et at (1 984). 

E (MPa) = 17.6 * CBR (3) 



An average dcflection was ca1r:ulatc:d using the third, fourth, and fifth drops and a 
modulus (E:) calculated using equation 4 (FIarr 1'366). 

El (MPa) = 2  * P * (1 - v 2 )  :ic r 'ic a / A / d  (4) 

where 

P = dyiiamic load (kN) 
v = 

r = plate radius ( in)  

a = 

A, = plate area (m'> 
d = deflection (mrn) 

Poisson's ratio (0.4 for typiical materials, 10.5 for incompressible) 

plate shape and rigidity fador (0.79 for rigid, I .O for flexible) 

The dynamic load recoinmcnded in the m m n d  (Al-Engineering 1997) is 21.5 kN, 
however siince the actual dynamic load varies wi1.h the stiffness of the material tested it is 
irnportanit to take this into consideration. A. tentative approximation was used and is 
shown as cquafion 5.  It is based on en~gineering jiudgement and a very limited number of 
tests performed by tht: manujacturer. Additional testing is required and it is certain that 
equation 5 will bt: modified. Future versions ofthe PFWD may include a load cell to 
directly u1easujt-e the applied dynamic load. 

F' = 25 / d ( 5 )  

The second measurenient ofthe stiffness a1 the test location was used to calculate 
a modulus (E) using equation 6 (Egorov 1965). 

E(MPa)=E'*( l  - v 2 ) * b / r / d  

where 

P / d = S,,, I= SSG reading (MN/m) 
b = 

PI = 3.141 
2 :k a / PI (a == 8.89 for rigid ring with radiius ratio = 1.3) 

Results 

The following iigures show a sample of the  type of results generated from the 
study. Figure fi shows the results from test section 17 located on the interstate section of 
the Mn/F!OAD test facility. 'The moduli arid compaction o f  the granular base are shown 
vcrsus test point location. The granular base was a sand and gravel mixture with less than 



ten-peircent fines. Lon:;&ons 1 and 2 were located beneath the inside wheel path, 3 and 4 
between the wheel paths, and 5 and 6 beneath the outside wheel path. It can be seen that 
there is ax1 increase in both stiffness and compaction in the wheel paths. A11 three of the 
portable instruments (IICP, IPFWD, and SSG) wcre able 1.0 detect the variation in stiffness 
and shovv i i i  similar trend, however the magmitudc: of the measurement varies with the 
instrument used. This shift iin magnitude can be partially explained by the stress 
contliti~on imposed by the instrument used. The SSG imposed the lowest vertical stress of 
about 0.02, to 0.03 MI'a and therefore reported the lowest modulus. 'The PFWD imposed 
a vertical stress of about 0.7 to 0.9 MPa beneath the large plate and 1.5 to 2.0 MPa 
beneath the small plate. 

The moduli that were backcalculated from the FWI) deflection data ranged from 
about 190 to 230 MI% depending on location and the dynamic load delivered by the 
F WD. l 'he  backcalculated mlodulj did not indicate greater stiffness in the wheel paths as 
was measured by the other instruments. Illowever, the FWlD dleflection data was collected 
while ihe AC pavement was in place and therefore the higher imoduli and lack of 
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Figure 5 .- Moduli versus Location,fbr Grmular ,Base 



agreemenl with the other instruments may be due to the confincmenl provided by the 
pavement and other fixtors alffecting t he ar: curacy of the backcalciilated mocluli, such as 
pavemcrit edge effects not considered in the axxsyrnetric linear elastic layer method used 
by EVEIRCALC (WSDO’T 1997). The vertical siress at the top of the granular base was 
calculated using EVIXCALC and found to be 0 06 to 0. I6 MPa. 

Two resilient modulus tesl s were perfornied on the granular base sampled at this 
location Prior to laboratory testing, the samples were returned to within 1 percent of the 
average in situ moisture (7.4 percent by weight) and compacted to within 1 percent of the 
average in situ density (2020 kgh’).  The resilient moduli were found to range from 
about 180 lo 3‘20 MPa for principal stresses of 0.06 to 0. ’I 6 MPa corresponding to bulk 
stresses of 0.1 to 0.3 MPa. These results compared Favorably to the backcalculated 
moduli ait lower stresses, but divesged at higher stresses. This can be partiallly explained 
by recalling that resilient rnodulus tesit is pcrformed with a uniforrn principal stress 
whereas the in situ tests have stress decreaiing with depth. Therefore the resilient moduli 
dsterrnincd when the principal stress was 0.16 M[Pa is expected to be greater than the 
backcalculated moduli de terrninedi for a vertical :stress that decreased with depth from 
0.16 MPa at the top o f  the granular base. 

silty sand fill used to construct an emlmnklment for a bridge approilch. At this location 
the test points 1 , 2, 3, and 4 were separated by several tens of meters It can be seen again 
that each of the portable instruments shows a similar trend. For all instruments location 1 
is the sti k s t  whereas location 2 is the softest. Locations 3 and 4 arc intermediate except 
for the deeper I X P  test. However, it can also be seen that the results from the DCP, 
PFWD, and SSG are in conflict with the reported compaction. Unlike Figure 5 ,  which 
shows good agreement with compaction, Figure 6 !shows no agreement. 

several of the locations, tested during this study. The lack of agreement between the 
percent compaction and moduli can be pantially explained as follows. In the real world of 
compactiion testing it IS not practical to know the Proctor rr~ixiimurn density for every 
possible mixture of soil at a given construction sjte. At the time of testing at the TE-I 610 
site, about iwelve Proclor tesls had already been performt:d. These Proctor tests covered 
the typic,al range of soil mixtures at the site:, however they did not perfectly match every 
conccivable mixture that could occur at the specific location of an in situ density test. 

Since it is obviously not practilcal to perform a new Proctor test for every in situ 
density test, thc: best ilvailabli,; I’roctor test was used. Thereforr: it is important that the 
inspeci or exercisc judgcment when sel ectirig the appropriate Proctor test to compare to 
the in situ density. This resullts in calculated compaction percrmtages that vary from the 
true compaction percentage. These subtle variations are usually not a concern since 
specifications typically requiire a minimum percent compilctioa. It is usually not 
important Io define whether the actual compaction is 97 percent or 99 percent when the 
minimwini required is 0 5  percmt. 

results to other in situ tests. 1;igun: 6 clearly shows that common compaction testing can 
not be used to define subtle changes in the stiffricss when the material being tested is an 

Figure 6 shows the results from TH 610 at ‘TH 169 for the mixture of clayey and 

This discrepancy was not c ompleteXy unexpected because it has been observed at 

H owevtx, this can be an important consideration when comparing compaction test 



ever-changing soil mixturc. Comparisons between stiffness and compaction are possible 
when the material is very imform, as was the case shown in Figure 5 .  
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Figure 6 .- Moduli versus Location.fbr C'ornrnon $bil Fill 

Concliusions 

The results sho-w a strong correlation be tween the instruments designed to 
measure imodul:us and that it LS important to consider the stress imposed by the instrument 
when stress dependent materi~als are tested. Thc: resulls also show a weaker, yet still 
uzjeful, correlation between the strength, as measured with the DCP, and the elastic 
deformation modulus, measured using the E'FWL) and SSG. Iin addition it was shown that 
compactnon tests could be comparcd to in situ modulus tests only when the material is 
uniform with respect lo a single maximum Proctor densii y. Finally, this study 
demonstrates the importance of clearly defining which "modulus" is desired. At a 
minimum the following musl be dcfinled: static or dynamic loading, stress level, boundary 
conditions, relative density, aintl moisture. 



New Specifics tion 

The following imiriimum shear strength requirement is now part of Minnesota's 
"Standard Specifications for Construction.'" "The full thickness of each layelr of classes 5 
or 6 shall be compacteld to achieve: a penetration index value less than or equal to 10 mm 
per blow." 'I.. .must be tested and approved within 24 hours of placement and final 
compaction. Beyond the 24 hour limit, the: same aggregate can only be accepted by the 
Specified ]Density Method" (sandcone and standard Proctor). "Waiter shall be applied to 
the base material during the mixing, spreading arid compacting operations when and in 
the quantities the Engiineer c( msidcrs necessary fix proper compaction." 

Reconmendations 

The transition to mechanistic diesigiri should continue and ble supported by quality 
control and qualily ass urarice testing that nieasures the mechanical properties of the 
constructd p ~ ~ ~ e v e n f  !j)rS tw-1. Other properties, such as moist ure sensitivity and 
drainage, dso require quantitative testing tlzchniques that assure quality. Laboratory 
testing shcmld be standardized to provide the designer with the best-case and worst-case 
material properties expected during life of' the pavement struclure. In addition, 
construction contracts ,should' be written to provide incentives to the contractor for 
producing pavement structurm that arc stronger, stiffer, and more uniform than the 
minimum specified. Stiffer and more uniform subgrades and granular bases will result in 
lower strains, less fatigue, and longer llasting pavements. 
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